
Infisolve is founded on the

idea to partner with life-

science and finance industry

to ensure technology

powerfully supports business

processes. Our team has

extensive experience with

open-source technologies to

provide our clients with the

optimum tools, platforms and

systems. We will draw on our

collective experience to

provide vendor agnostic

ecosystem, that is robust,

scalable and provide hosting

flexibility. The goal of Infisolve

is to provide all this in the most

cost-effective way.

OUR VISION
To create strong, yet
agile technology
backbone for business
processes enablement
of a pharmaceutical
organizations, which
will support the
current and future
needs of organic and
inorganic growth
plans.

MISSION
Sensitise the organization
on need for technology
enablement of various
business processes in the
existing value chain.
Provide and overarching
IT landscape blueprint to
cover their current and
future needs.
Analyse the current
technology adoption and
provide a roadmap for
digital transformation.
Handhold the
stakeholders at every
stage of the
transformation process to
make the organization
more customer centric,
more agile and efficient
thereby boosting the ROI.



A S  S I M P L E  A S  O N E  T W O  
T H R E E  

We-Call
OUR VIRTUAL DETAILING
MOBILE APPLICATION

Infisolve has developed a dedicated

Mobile Application for ensuring the

seamless video interaction between

Your Medical Sales Representative and

his Physician customer. This is a once-

to-be-downloaded app for both sales

rep and Physician.

Every Pharma organization needs to

have an additional channel for

communication for new product

launches, old product reminders, new

customer acquisitions or contact

continuity in vacant territories. WeCall is

the solution that is cloud hosted,

secured and offers flexibility for ramping

up. No CAPEX, No OPEX. No upfront

payments.

MINIMAL
SETUP

Pharma Company admin
uploads Physician and
M.R data through web
interface

Physician schedules call per his
/ her convenience.

FEATURES

Notifications to both. Call list
and call history visible to both.

Both join virtual room and
complete brand detailing.



MOBILE 
CONNECT
Physicians and Sales reps 
Download Mobile app from 
Google play store / Apple store

Scan the QR code to downalod the app

+91 9029010234

Phone

Website

Email

www.infisolve.in

info@infisolve.in

Address
458/1, Awasarewadi, 
Kondhanpur, Ghera 

Sinhagad, Pune – 412205.

CONTACT 
US

Virtual Detailing for medical 
representatives to 
Physicians

e-Detailing


